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Microsoft Word has grown considerably in power, sophistication and capability over the past decade, but one thing that hasn't changed since the early '90s is its user interface. The simple toolbar in version 2.0 has been packed with so many features since then that few users know where to find them all. Consequently, more and more people are looking for "insider" tips that will allow them to use these advanced and often hidden features. Microsoft has addressed this problem in Word 2007 by radically redesigning the user interface with a tabbed toolbar that makes every feature easy to locate and use. Unfortunately, Microsoft's documentation is as scant as ever, so even though you will be able to find advanced features, you might not know what to do with them.
 Word 2007: The Missing Manual, written specifically for this version of the software, explains basics like how to create documents, enter and edit text, format, print, and fax. You will will also learn how to create sophisticated page layouts, insert forms and tables, use graphics, and create book-length documents with outlines and Master Documents. Coverage also includes how to share documents with other people and programs, create web pages, automate documents with fields, and automate tasks with macros and the Visual Basic scripting language. This book shows you how to do it all.
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Getting Started with .NET Gadgeteer (Make: Projects)Make Books, 2012

	
	
		.NET Gadgeteer is a wonderful system for constructing prototypes of electronic
	
		gadgets. It is supported by a range of modules that are connected to
	
		a Mainboard with plug-in cables.
	


	
		This book will lead you through the process of installing the necessary software
	
		onto your computer and then take...
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Access 2010: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Go from Access novice to true master with the professional database design tips and crystal-clear explanations in this book. You'll learn all the secrets of this powerful database program so you can use your data in creative ways -- from creating product catalogs and publishing information online to producing invoices and...
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Ubuntu for Non-Geeks, 2nd Edition: A Pain-Free, Project-Based, Get-Things-Done GuidebookNo Starch Press, 2007
What people are saying about Ubuntu Linux for  Non-Geeks
  "No Starch Press has been on a roll with its Linux books lately, and  Rickford Grant's Ubuntu Linux for Non-Geeks keeps the momentum going  . . . Highly recommended." -- PC World, September 27, 2006

 "Could transform you into a 'penguinista'...
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Concurrent Programming: Algorithms, Principles, and FoundationsSpringer, 2012

	The advent of new architectures and computing platforms means that synchronization and concurrent computing are among the most important topics in computing science. Concurrent programs are made up of cooperating entities -- processors, processes, agents, peers, sensors -- and synchronization is the set of concepts, rules and mechanisms that...
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The Design of Sites: Patterns, Principles, and Processes for Crafting a Customer-Centered Web ExperienceAddison Wesley, 2002
"Just following the authors' suggestions would put your site in the top few percent for readability and usability."-Jef Raskin, creator of the Macintosh computer and author of The Humane Interface

Creating a Web site is easy. Creating a well-crafted Web site that provides a winning experience for...
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Beginning Illustration and Storyboarding for Games (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2004
The creative work involved in creating concept art for games is one of the most rewarding jobs that an artist can have. In fact, it is possibly the most creative job in the entire game industry. Concept artists have the opportunity to visualize things that have never been seen before. They create the visual design of games. It is a huge...
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